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Lomography B&W 100 
Potsdam 35 mm Kino film:   
shop.lomography.com/
lomography-film-potsdam-
kino-35mm-5pack

An EvocAtivE nEw BlAck 
And whitE Photo Film For 
timElEss cinEmAtic imAgEs
A lEgEndAry roll oF gErmAn cinE Film rEBorn For still PhotogrAPhy 
Inspired by the New German Cinema sweeping through Europe in the 1960s, Lomography’s 
Kino Films are extracted from rolls of cine film produced by a legendary German company that 
has been changing the face of cinema since the early 1900s. Originally used to make moody 
monochrome movies, their gorgeous black and white tones lend a timeless effect to cinematic 
scenes. The sun rising gently over the gardens of Sanssouci Palace; teenagers lounging on the 
steps, raising their faces to the light; an elderly couple admiring the delicate flowers as they stroll 
arm in arm  — Lomography B&W 100 35 mm Potsdam Kino Film captures life’s most elusive 
moments in everlasting monochrome charm.



whAt thE hEll is lomogrAPhy?
Established in 1992 by a group of footloose Viennese 
students, the Lomographic Society International is 
photography’s wild child. Fuelled by fiery passion and 
burning curiosity, we blasted off our free-spirited movement 
when we stumbled across the Lomo LC-A — the most 
popular Russian camera of the 1980s, now famed for its 
quirky aesthetic. We wasted no time at all and created our 
Ten Golden Rules (lomography.com/about/the-ten-golden-
rules), and we’ve dutifully followed them ever since. Today 

— with over 1 million creative members — Lomography is 
a license to let loose; an invitation to ignite your inspiration, 
and a platform to catapult your shots around the globe. 
Whether you’re a complete novice or a seasoned pro, we 
believe that you harness  
the power to create something incredible. From crazy color-
shifting film to bespoke Art Lenses, innovative instants to 
classic analogue cameras we’re dedicated to designing and 
producing all the photographic tools you need.

who thE hEll ArE lomogrAPhErs?
Lomographers are anyone and everyone with a passion 
for photography, and a hunger for pushing the boundaries. 
Keen to leave no memory uncaptured, no story untold 
and no film unexposed, the Lomography community have 
uploaded over 15 million photos over the last 20 years 
(lomography.com/photos) — the largest online archive 
of analogue and experimental photography in the world. 
Lomographers use innovative photography tools to stretch 
their imagination, learn new tricks at workshops, enter their 
favorite shots into Lomography competitions, and read 
photography interviews and creative tips in the Lomography 
magazine. They dance like there’s no tomorrow at parties, 
and attend countless exhibitions hosted in Lomography 
Gallery Stores worldwide. Their thirst to travel, experiment, 
make mistakes, share and experience LIFE in all its beautiful, 
bizarre and bewildering glory is what keeps Lomographers 
restless on this little planet we call Earth.

A BEAutiFul AnAloguE AEsthEtic For Any shooting situAtion
Just like the Lomography B&W Berlin Kino Film, this evocative emulsion has a high 
dynamic range and produces distinct, yet equally stunning results with different 
development and filters. The second in the series of Lomography Kino Films, it 
has a lower ISO of 100, making it the perfect option for sunny days. It delivers less 
grain, more contrast and a higher DMAX than its predecessor for an even broader 
range of moody monochrome tones. Lomography B&W Potsdam Kino Film will be 
exclusively available for pre-order on Lomography Online Store for just 7.9 USD. 
Delivery and availability in Lomography Gallery Stores are estimated in May.


